
We move to the schema who wins the game in the 
end OK? 



This is too square it doesn’t fit. It is not us, it is not Gaia, we lose the game
*Please just look at the schema not the legend/
Ants like this schema but Gaia does not work like that.
It is way too organized. If a malware breaks through one column, it all burns from top to 
bottom because it is square and everyone looks the same.
Source : https://www.yateo.com/blog/structure-en-silo
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This is what Gaia is about. It is not about being high level or what it is about being creative and different 
even within a body, just like she is. This is how we win the game in the end. We are going onto the wrong 
schema because we calculate instead of listening.
Source : https://connectthedots.fr/pensee-arborescente/
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If you look at the first schema, this is how human society work and not Gaia. There is a 
top isolated box up, then boxes well aligned and the more you go down, the more 
everyone is aligned and has no clue of what he is doing. As a result, the top box is too 
high and square and doesn’t know either.

However, on the second one, there is no specialties, no orders taken because they would 
get lost any way, and therefore, we should be safe.

People and species are autonom and free to assume their mistakes, because instead of 
telling it’s my boss who asked, they can say oooops my mistake and talk to a friend 
nearby and everyone will learn from it.

That’s what Coluche meant and what Pixar is doing, except they do it instead of talking all 
the time like managers do on Linkedin.



Now, for a state I don’t know, but I would suggest you ask them. And for example, every month we play a game where 
Agriculture works with justice but I men invent together instead of obeying each other, with a glass of wine it works 
very well. 

And then, to keep track all the time and preserve originality all the time instead of difference, we can make a 
challenge were the most beautiful pen or cisel model created in Poland is used in Portugese schools. 

So we never forget to make jokes like the Dalai Lama and we keep our mind awake so it can always check that we 
will always keep differents in a team but never believe that we are different teams. 

Crédit image : https://www.pinterest.fr/bbcanjam/



Si vous foutez encore tout par terre ça sera de votre faute 
y aura qu’à pas avoir obéi.


